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1        Air pressure connection
2        Power connection
3        Waste air

The machine answers the requirements of the 
EU guidelines for machinery (CE-conformity).

Frame  format CD frame format, utility up to  310  x   310 mm
Other formats possible, upon inquiry
Size of mesh 1180 x 1180 mm

Option MD Modem for remote maintenance

Dimensions Total length 3485 mm
Total width 1955 mm
Total height  2050 mm

Energy supply 3 x 220 V / 3 x 400 V      50-60Hz,   1 KW

Compressed air  (oil free  Bar  8 / psi 116   lt / min  15
 
Programs 50  Programs with free programmable input 

parameters

Capacity 50  to 70 screen frames per hour - simultaneous
stretching and glueing of 9 screen frames

Permanent soundpressure level   dB (A)  < 70

Technical data subject to change without notice

Performance characteristics Accessory equipment

Special accessory equipment

Universal board for simultaneous handling of  9 frames

Control system

- Pneumatic fabric stretching table with two work 2 Support boards for simultaneously handling 9 frames
places, for simultaneous handling of several frames (standard formats)
Automatic glueing of the mesh with the screen frames, 1 Glue and activator can
carried out by a glueing robot. 1 Air connection complete

1 Set of consumables and maintenance material- According to the user's choice, the mesh can either be glued
1 Operating manual with CE-conformity on the full surface of the frame, or only partially.

- The glueing contours, type and quantity of glue can be 
individually selected to meet the respective requirements

- Special glue and activator, cans at 500 ml each and stored in the processor's memory.
- Glueing nozzles, set of 10 units

- The production performance for CD screen frames is -
between 50 and 70 units per hour, if 9 frames are or other special formats.
simultaneously handled. It is possible to process screen frames, up to a maximum 

thickness of 50 mm.- The stretching surface of each work place is 1150 x1150mm.
However, the glueing parameters for the 

- The installation has been designed for all the commonly
respective support boards can be individually programmed

available fine-meshed polyester, nylon and steel fabrics.
via the input terminal and stored within the required program.

- It is also possible to treat pre-coated fabrics (Sefar PCF).

- The ideal field of application are all the cases where large
PLC State-of-the-art, micro-controller based

quantities of standardized screen frames must be produced
programmable logic controller with programming

with high quality standards.
according to IEC-1131 and built-in Flash-Eprom Intelligent 

- Within the limits of the maximum stretching surface, the terminal modules, decentralized Field bus system with
screen frame format can be selected according to the decentralized knots Interface  RS-232.
requirements. The stretching angle can also be adjusted in a

MMI Touch-Screen input terminal for 
simple way, in the following steps: 0°, 7,5°, 15° or 22,5°.

the communication between
- For fixing the fabric, the well-proven DUPLEX clamps G-201 user and terminal; user prompts

are used. These clamps are equipped with concave ball- available in several languages.
bearings running on high-precision stainless steel guide shafts.
During the stretching process, the clamps are in a position to
adapt themselves continuously to the mesh, thanks to an 
optimal combination of ball-bearings and guide shafts.

- As soon as the fabric has reached the optimal tension, all the
screen frames of the processing surface can be CNC 2-axes stepping motor control for the stretching process
pressed from the bottom up onto the mesh. (X and X-axis).

- The stretching pressure for the mesh tension can be selected
and stored individually for each program with separate
values for weft and warp direction.

- 50 different stretching and glueing processes can be
programmed and stored in the processor's memory.

- The user is guided by system prompts and enters the infor-
mation via a touch-screen terminal. All the important work 
steps, the manual or automatic functions as well as the error 
and service function are shown on the display of the terminal. 
The user can choose among three different languages.

AIR Pressure relief valves for an automatic actuation of weft and
warp direction during the automatic stretching process.
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